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About This Game

LOGistICAL:British Isles is a large open-world, strategy, puzzle game where you transport different cargoes to complete all the
towns throughout the country.

LOGistICAL: British Isles brings you all the fun and puzzling of LOGistICAL with even more towns, more puzzles and much
more to do.

THIS GAME DOES NOT REQUIRE THE ORIGINAL LOGISTICAL GAME TO PLAY.

Over 2000 towns to Complete.
LOGistICAL: British Isles game covers England, Scotland, Wales, Northern and Southern Ireland, the Isle of Man, the

Bailiwick of Jersey and the Bailiwick of Guernsey.
There are many new obstacles and deliveries to make.

...
LOGistICAL: British Isles is an independent, standalone game independent from the main LOGistICAL game (and other add-

ons).
It has its own money, trucks and of course, challenges.

...
LOGistICAL is a large open-world, strategy, puzzle game where you transport different cargoes to complete all the towns

throughout the country.
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The whole game is a huge puzzle while each town is its own little piece of puzzling. There are over 1,000 towns to complete.
Plenty of towns are easy enough. Some take complex planning. Do them in your own order. Get bonuses for completing regions

and contracts.
Some cargoes are easy to get. Others you have to create in industries. Use existing industries and build your own.

The further you get from the start the more strategies you have to use.
Pimp up your trucks with bonuses. Last truck delivering gets the bonus.

The towns and map are to scale. Current or historical industry placement. You could even say that playing is educational.

There is plenty more to keep you on your toes.
Towns consume the cargoes you are trying to get to completion.

Big trucks are great for moving lots of stuff, but can't travel everywhere.
There are lots of broken roads that need deliveries.

Upgrade the industries for better exponential throughput.
Cargo stores can sure come in handy.

What! I can't take my big trucks across the water on a ferry.
... and what is with those quarantine checkpoints?

Complete towns, roads, industries, contracts, regions and states for lots of in-game and Steam achievements.

LOGistICAL's base game covers the whole of Australia including all the major cities, towns and industries. Start in Sydney and
work your way through the different regions and states. Eventually covering coast to coast with the most difficult being across

the sea to Tasmania.
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This is almost plagiarize from Zombie Escape of Counter-Strike series.
And there is a bit originals.
At least currently I can't find the advantage compared to Counter-Strike Zombie Escape.
If they will have created something groundbreaking idea, this will gooder than now.. A nice add-on for flavor.. this greedy game
should be forbidden!
. THIS GAME BREAKS COPYRIGHT! ALSO THIS 'GAME' HAS BEEN IN DEVELOPMENT FOR A YEAR!

UPDATE 25/02/2015: The devs claimed that the images that were stolen were for dev purposes only and were left in by
accident yet they haven't been removed in the latest update.

This game aside from being absoultely awful is also breaking Copyright law by Stealing images from Call Of Duty and possible
BattleField Bad Company. This game is another example of Valves lazyness and greed as they allow something like this to be
SOLD when it is ILLEGAL for it to be sold due to breaking copyright content. This isn't the only game to do this of course as
there was Air Control and the from the same maker, Zen Fish Sim.

So from a quick search I found the AUG image used 
http://callofduty.wikia.com/wiki/File:AUG_HBAR_Red_Dot_Sight_3rd_person_MW2.PNG . Also as clearly stated on the site :
'This is an image/video/audio file of a non-free copyrighted video or computer game, and the copyright for it is most likely held
by the company or person that developed the game. It is believed that the use of a limited number of web-resolution screenshots
for identification and critical commentary on
the computer or video game in question or
the copyrighted character(s) or item(s) depicted on the screenshot in question
on the Call of Duty Wiki, hosted on servers in the United States by the non-profit Wikia,
qualifies as fair use under United States copyright law, as such display does not significantly impede the right of the copyright
holder to sell the copyrighted material, is not being used to generate profit in this context, and presents ideas that cannot be
exhibited otherwise. See Non-free content.'

They are using the image to gain profit as they are selling the game on Steam therefore breaking copyright laws. Another game
that breaks laws that Steam is happy to have on its site, fantastic!

The UI is broken, the game is empty, the graphics are awful...What else is there?

VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oN06m3Ngkk. defrag on lsd. meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeh still♥♥♥♥♥. I love this
game. It is so cool with the different choices of upgrades you can have for the different turrets. The variety in enemies and their
special powers is great. I especially like how there are different lands to work though, with a boss at the end of each. I've gotten
through the whole game, and I'm going back through to try and get 3 stars for all levels.
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I loved this game as a kid, spent hours playing it. Great for nostalgia.

10/10 in 1998, 8/10 today if you dont mind it being old.. It was a good game. Although I did hope it would be a little longer it
had a good story. One where in the end you kinda had to figure it out for yourself, but I do wish there was some kind of endless
mode.. A love letter to arcade games? Great art style, fairly repetitve... but well done. Pick it up when it's on sale, and you might
be pleasantly surprised.. Great concept of a tactical shooter however the game has been in development since 2011 and has
barely added much or improved. still feels super clunky and laggy due to the terrible servers. there is barely anyone ever on
(max i have seen on recently is 6 players) until they can actually start fixing some on the issues and bugs, and adding more
content i don't recommend buying this game.. AC I - Redemption
AC II - Revenge
AC: Brotherhood - Justice
AC: Revelation - Answers
AC III - Freedom
AC IV - Glory
AC Rogue - Betrayal
AC Unity - Love
AC Syndicate - Family
AC Origins - Beginnings
AC Odyssey - Identity\ufeff. Buy this game. NOW. Excellent addition to the base game. I really enjoyed playing this campaign
because the AI seems to find it easier to match you on smaller campaign maps. The grand campaign is somewhat bloated and
the AI sends troops up lost alpine passes taking a holiday in Switzerland. On this campaign map, you are under pressure all the
time with limited troops, no money and an aggressive AI. Every choice you make can have direct consequences. Towns will
rebel against you in no time. The peninsular battlefields are also glorious to look at with rolling hills and dotted woodland. They
seem better modelled and put together than most of the maps in the base game. It is a must buy. 9\/10. Very action packed and
heart wrenching visual novel.. best game ever !!
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